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ABSTRACT: V0.9Sb0.1Ox systems, bulk and deposited on different supports (five types of γ-aluminas, α-alumina, silica-alu-

mina, silica gel, magnesium oxide), have been tested in the oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of iso-butane. This statement

is derived from the data obtained by a set of characterisation techniques(specific surface area measurements, X-ray diffraction,

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, laser Raman spectroscopy, in situ differential scanning calorimetry and in situ diffuse

reflectance-absorption infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy).
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INTRODUCTION

Vanadium oxide-based systems are well-established

catalysts for the partial oxidation, ammoxidation and oxi-

dative dehydrogenation (ODH) of hydrocarbons into

valuable oxygenates, nitriles and olefins.1-15 Most of these

catalysts are deposited on the surface of an oxide support,

such as SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, and ZrO2.
9,16 Catalytic perfor-

mance of vanadium oxide-based catalysts in the above

reactions is known to be highly dependent on the nature of

the support and its interaction with active phases, as well

as on the loading of an active component. Depending

mainly on these factors, deposition of vanadia onto oxide

supports can result in isolated vanadium ions, small clus-

ters, or polymeric species, two-dimensional vanadium

oxide chain, crystalline or amorphous three-dimensional

vanadium oxide or mixed oxide phases with a material of

support, or any combination of these structures.9,16 The

method of preparation does not significantly affect the

structure of supported vanadia species; however, it affects

the vanadium oxide dispersion.9,16,17 Up until now, no

consistent model can describe the role of the structure/

composition of supported oxides, especially in the pres-

ence of certain dopants.16 Estimation of the relative reac-

tivities of different supported vanadium oxide species is

still a more complex problem and is the subject of broad

debate. 

In this paper, we compare the physico-chemical prop-

erties of bulk and supported V-Sb oxides for the isobutane

ODH. A set of characterisation techniques has been uti-

lised to elucidate how the nature of a support and the load-

ing of V-Sb oxide affect the state of active component. X-

ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy (XPS) were used to characterise phase and surface

compositions, respectively. In situ differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC) was applied to study the intensity of

interactions between V-Sb oxide and support materials. In

situ diffuse reflectance-absorption infrared Fourier trans-

form spectroscopy (DRIFTS) and laser Raman spectros-

copy (LRS) were employed to reveal further details on

this interaction and on the nature of active VOx-compo-

nent.

EXPERIMENTAL

Catalyst Characterisation

BET specific surface area (SSA) measurements were

performed with a Micrometrics Flow Sorb II 2300 instru-

ment by adsorption of N2 at liquid nitrogen temperature on

samples previously outgassed at 150 oC for 1 h.

XRD patterns were obtained with a high resolution X-

ray Kristalloflex 805 (Siemens) diffractometer equipped

with a Siemens D-5000 detector using Ni-filtered CuKα-

radiation. Powdered samples were analyzed without any

pre-treatment after deposition on a quartz single crystal

sample holder.

Laser Raman spectra were recorded using Labram inte-

grated Raman system (Dilor). The system consists of a

microscope coupled confocally to a 300 mm focal length

spectrograph. The excitation wave is supplied by an inter-
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nal 20 mWHeNe laser. The sample was placed on a glass

plate in the microscope field of vision. Then the laser was

focused on the sample and the spectrum was recorded

with selected acquisition time and accumulation number. 

XPS analysis was performed with an SSX-100 model

206 (Surface Science Instruments, SSI) X-ray photoelec-

tron spectrometer. Monochromatic X-rays produced by an

Al anode (A1Kα=1487.6 eV) were focused in an area of

about 1.4 mm2. Pressed powder samples were placed into

small troughs. The binding energy (BE) values were

referred to the adventitious C1s peak at 284.8 eV. The

intensities were estimated by calculating the integral of

each peak after subtraction of the “S-shaped” background.

Atomicconcentration (AC) of each element was calcula-

tedusing a conventional procedure suggested by the ins-

trument manufacturer (SSI).

In order to study the vanadium oxide spreading over the

support (alumina, silica gel) the real XPS intensity ratios

(IV/IAl or IV/ISi) were compared with those calculated the-

oretically for a monolayer formation (IV
0/IAl

0 or IV
0/ISi

0)

using the following equation suggested by Kerkhof and

Moulijn12:

        

where

ρAl =3.5 g/cm3-density of alumina, ρSi = 2.3 g/cm3-den-

sity of silica gel;

Si - specific surface area of the support; NV/Ni-atomic

ratio of the elements representative of the supported V2O5

and the support;

σi - photoelectron cross section values (σV 2p3=6.37, σAl2p

  = 0.5371, σSi 2p=0.817)13;

λi - photoelectron scape depths: λV 2p3=15.2 nm, λAl 2p

  = 20.1 nm (for Al2O3); λV 2p3=18.8 nm, λSi 2p

  = 24.5 nm (for SiO2)
14;

Di - spectrometer detection efficiencies for the corre-

sponding photoelectrons, calculated according to15:

D=Ea (Ea/Ek)
n,

where

n = 0.5594 + 0.6072 log(Ea/Ek) + 0.3309 log2(Ea/Ek);

Ea = 150 eV;

Ek = hn - Eb = 1486.6 - Eb;

Eb (Al 2p) = 74.5 eV, Eb (V 2p3) = 517 eV.

Thermal effects that accompany interactions between

supported oxides and support materials were studied

using a DSC-111 Differential Scanning Calorimeter (Set-

aram). Bulk V-Sb oxide and support material were ground

separately in a mortar, mixed, pressed into pellets and

placed into a flow quartz cell inside the calorimetric block.

Measurements were performed at linear heating (10 K/

min) after a 1 h drying of the sample in an air flow. Details

of experimental setup and procedures are published else-

where.16

Diffuse reflectance-absorption infrared Fourier trans-

form (DRIFT) spectra were recorded by an IFS 88 Bruker

FT spectrophotometer (resolution 4 cm-1). The in situ

DRIFTS cell consisted of cup-shaped ceramic oven with

porous bottom and thermocouple, water-cooled shell with

ZnSe glasses, gas inlet and outlet tubes. The spectra were

recorded in absorbance mode. The spectrum of a gas

phase recorded with an aluminum mirror placed into the

sample position was used as a background while record-

ing spectra of solid samples for subtracting the bands cor-

responding to gaseous water, CO2 and hydrocarbons.

Baseline corrections and other treatments of spectra were

carried out using the driving OPUS software. In most

cases 200 scans were accumulated. Usually, before reac-

tion and adsorption measurements, samples were heated

in a DRIFTS cell to 500 oC in a helium flow, calcined at

500 oC in an air flow and cooled down in a helium flow to

the temperature of experiment. Spectra of wet samples

were recorded without this pre-treatment. Ammonia adsorp-

tion was carried out for 30 min at 150 oC on pre-heated

samples from a 5%NH3-95%He mixture flow. Spectra

were recorded after desorption of excess ammonia for 20

min at 150 oC in a helium flow.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our recent paper,17 we reported the conversion of iso-

butane to iso-butene on different supports (five types of γ-

aluminas, α-alumina, silica-alumina, silica gel, magne-

sium oxide). It has been found thatspecific surface areas

(SSA) of the supported catalysts are lower than that of the

starting supports (Tables 1 and 2).17

According to our XRD data,17 the main phase of fresh,

bulk VSb oxide sample is of formal composition V0.9Sb0.1

Ox is V2O5 (shcherbinaite); a small amount of the V1.1Sb0.9

O4 phase is also present in this system. Well-crystallized

V2O5-phase is also observed over silica-containing sup-

ports (SG, SA) (see Fig. 117). However, for allsystems

containing up to 1 ML of active component over γ-alu-
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minas, no well-crystallized V-containing phases are observed

(Fig. 217). Noticeable amounts of V2O5 phase were found

only when the formal coverage reaches 2 ML (Fig. 217).

No crystalline phase of mixed vanadium-antimony oxide

was found in these catalysts.

Fig. 1 shows Raman spectra of nVSb/A (wa) samples

along with the spectrum of reference bulk V2O5. No Raman

bands were observed for 0.5VSb/A(wa), while in 1VSb/

A(wa) and 2VSb/A(wa) samples the bands attributed to

V2O5 were found. No indication for the presence of any

other forms of supported vanadium or antimony oxide can

be found in the Raman spectra.

The results of XPS measurements are summarized in

Table 1, where the values of electron binding energy (BE)

for vanadium and antimony, as well as V/Sb, V/Al, (or/

and V/Si) and Sb/Al (or/and Sb/Si) atomic ratios are pre-

sented. BE values of Sb3d3/2 in all samples are very sim-

ilar. On the contrary, the BE of V2p3/2 in the bulk system is

significantly lower than in supported catalysts, indicating

a lower oxidation degree of vanadium. The comparison of

surface V/Sb atomic ratio evaluated from the XPS data for

the unsupported sample (2.2) with its bulk composition

(V/Sb=8.8) indicates that the surface is strongly enriched

with antimony.

Comparison of the surface V/Al and Sb/Al ratios with

nominal ones for 1VSb/aA catalyst shows that the surface

is strongly enriched in both vanadium (by a factor of 5)

and especially in antimony (by a factor of 9). The mea-

sured V/Sb ratio on the surface of a-alumina is lower than

the nominal one. The surfaces of catalysts over silica-con-

taining supports are impoverished in both V and Sb (com-

pared to measured and nominal values of V/Si, Sb/Si, as

well as V/Al and Sb/Al ratios for SA- and SG-supported

Fig. 1. Raman spectra of catalysts: (a) 0.5VSb/A(wa), (b) 1VSb/
A(wa), (c) 2VSb/A(wa), and (d) reference bulk V2O5.

Table 1. XPS characteristics of 1VSb/support and bulk VSb oxide systems

 Catalyst

 (VSb/support)

 Binding Energy (eV)
 Atomic ratio

 V/Sb  V/Al (V/Si) Sb/Al (Sb/Si)

V2p3/2 Sb3d3/2 measured nominal measured nominal measured nominal

Bulk VSb  516.7  540.1  2.2  8.8  -  -  -  -

/γA(wa)  517.2  539.8  7.7  8.8  0.154  0.112  0.020  0.013

/γA(b)  517.1  539.9  7.2  8.8  0.172  0.105  0.024  0.012

/γA(ms)  517.3  540.1  8.9  8.8  0.088  0.068  0.010  0.008

/αA  516.9  539.9  4.9  8.8  0.141  0.029  0.029  0.003

/SA  517.4  539.9  19.1  8.8  0.926 (0.385)  2.22 (0.476)  0.048 (0.020)  0.256 (0.054)

/SG  517.2  540.2  15.4  8.8  (0.118)  (0.250)  (0.008)  (0.029)

Table 2. Calculated and experimental values of XPS IV/IAl and Iv/
ISi ratios for VSb/A(wa), VSb/A(b) and VSb/SG catalysts

Support
Loading,

n

Iv/IAl or Iv/ISi

Calcul. Exper.

A(wa)
0.5

1

0.928

1.86

0.823

1.60

A(b)
0.5

1

0.931

1.86

0.674

1.404

SG 1 2.45 0.719

Fig. 2. The DSC recorded thermal effects upon heating of the
mechanical mixtures of VSb-oxide component with supports:
A(wa), SG, and M.
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samples), but the surface V/Sb ratio values are higher than

nominal.

All γ-alumina-supported samples display surface V/Sb

ratios much closer to the nominal value; in the case of

1VSb/Al(ms), the measured and nominal values are prac-

tically equal. 

Table 2 shows the IV/IAl ratios measured for the samples

on A(wa), A(b) and SG in comparison with the theoret-

ically estimated values (see section 2.3) for monolayer

coverage of the support.

One can see that although IV/IAl ratio does not reach the

theoretical value, real vanadium oxide distribution on

γ-aluminas is close to monolayer spreading. For 1VSb/SG

catalyst this distribution is much worse: the experimental

value is much lower than the theoretical one.

Thermal effects recorded at heating of mechanical mix-

tures of bulk VSb oxide and support materials measured

by DSC (Fig. 2) reflect types of interactions that take

place in supported systems.

Bulk V2O5-like VSb oxide melts at ~670 oC; if a cor-

responding endothermic effect is observed, this is an indi-

cation of the absence of any significant interaction

between two components. This is what is found in the case

of the VSbOx-SG mechanical mixture. By contrast, in the

case of the VSbOx-A(ms) mixture, two exothermal effects

are observed - a broad one in the range of 510-550 oC and

a sharp one at ~700 oC. Upon heating the VSbOx-MgO

mixture, a broad exothermal effect appears above 400 oC

and reaches the maximum at about 670 oC. These exo-

therms suggest the high affinity between components in

both systems.

In situ DRIFT spectra of A(wa), bulk V2O5 and Sb2O4,

as well as bulk V-Sb oxide (not presented here) were

recorded preliminarily to obtain the reference bands for

characterisation of VSb/A(wa) systems. In the spectrum

of A(wa) at room temperature, broad bands assigned to

ν(OH) at 2800-3700 cm-1, δ(OH) from adsorbed water at

1638 cm-1 and δ(O-H) in the bulk at 1000-1100 cm-1.18

were observed. In the spectrum of V2O5, bands at 1040,

1000, 940 cm-1 assigned to ν(V=O) vibrations19 were detected

as well as two bands at 2020 and 1970 cm-1 which cor-

respond to overtones of ν(V=O) vibrations.20,21 In the

spectrum of Sb2O4 the bands are present at 820 and 680

cm-1. The spectrum of bulk VSb oxide contains bands at

2020, 1970, 1040 and 940 cm-1 assigned to ν(V=O) vibra-

tions. This spectrum is similar to that of V2O5; the addi-

tion of antimony affects only the band near 1000 cm-1.

In the spectrum of 1VSb/A(wa) (not shown), the ν(O-

H) bands at 2800-3700 cm-1, and δ(O-H) at 1640 cm-1,

1000-1100 cm-1 and 2020-1970 cm-1 are observed. The

band at 1000-1100 cm-1 originates from a superimposi-

tion of bands ν(V=O)19 and δ(O-H) in bulk Al2O3. As the

main band of ν(V=O) vibrations at 1000 cm-1 overlaps

with that of the alumina support, weak bands at 2020-

1970 cm-1, the overtones of ν(V=O) vibrations,20,21 were

used to identify the presence of vanadium oxide on alu-

mina.

The spectra of supported samples and pure bulk V2O5

(used as a reference) in the region of ν(V=O) overtones

are presented in Fig. 3. For the bulk sample, two bands at

2020 and 1970 cm-1 are detected whereas for 0.5VSb/

A(wa) sample only one band around 2030 cm-1 is observed.

A band at 1975 cm-1 appears in the spectrum of 1VSb/

A(wa) and becomes more intense in the case of 2VSb/

A(wa). It was suggested that band at 2020-2030 cm-1 can

be attributed to a monolayer form of vanadium oxide

whereas the band at 1975 cm-1 corresponds to larger three-

dimensional clusters of vanadium oxide.

Adsorbed water was present on fresh samples and

decreased the intensities of n(V=O) overtone. Intensities

of the band at 2020 cm-1 in the spectra recorded in “wet”

conditions (ambient atmosphere), Iw, were compared to

those recorded after dehydroxylation in the DRIFTS cell

in a dry air flow at 500 oC for 0.5 h and cooling to 20 oC

(“dry” conditions, Id). Adsorbed water decreases the inten-

sities of the band corresponding to an ν(V=O) overtone

due to an interaction with a surface vanadyl groups. This

is the reason why the Iw/Id ratio reflects the fraction of bulk

V=O groups in a total number of such species in a “dry”

sample. The relative amount of V=O species at the sur-

face of VSb/A(wa) catalysts (estimated by Iw/Id ratios)

decreases with increasing of V-Sb-O loading: almost all

Fig. 3. DRIFT spectra (ν(V=O) overtone region) of (a) reference
bulk V2O5, (b) 0.5VSb/A(wa), (c) 1VSb/A(wa), and (d) 2VSb/
A(wa).
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V=O bonds of 0.5VSb/A(wa) catalyst with low loading of

supported V-Sb-O component were accessible for adsorbed

water (Iw=0). This is indicative for the formation of a

monolayer of the VSb oxide on the support surface. At

increasing VSb oxide loading, the fraction of V=O groups

accessible for adsorbate decreases: 79% of V-atoms in

1VSb/A(wa) and ca. 56% of those in 2VSb/A(wa) cata-

lysts are exposed at the surface.This could be due to the

formation of three-dimensional VSb oxide structures (poly-

layers, bulky clusters).

Adsorption of ammonia was studied to reveal possible

differences in the nature of the surface of the catalysts.

The spectrum of ammonia adsorbed on the bare A(wa)

support (Fig. 4) shows bands at 1685, 1622, 1481, 1263

cm-1. Those at 1685, 1481 cm-1 are attributed to the vibra-

tions of ammonium ion formed as a result of adsorption of

ammonia on Brönsted acid sites. Bands at 1622 and 1263

cm-1 are assigned to the coordinated ammonia adsorbed

on Lewis acid sites.18 The band at 1400 cm-1 corresponds to

ammonium ions formed on glass walls of the DRIFTS cell.

In the spectrum of ammonia adsorbed on bulk V-Sb-O

sample (see Fig. 4), an intense band at 1420 cm-1 corre-

sponds to ammonium ions. The band of coordinated

ammonia at 1250 cm-1 is very weak. Similar results were

reported for the ammonia adsorption on bulk V2O5.
22,23

The increase of VSb-loading in VSb/A(wa) samples

results in the progressive shift of the ammonium ion band

frequency from 1440 to 1427-1423 cm-1 and in the

increase of its intensity. At the same time, the coordinated

ammonia band becomes slightly displaced from 1257 to

1251 cm-1. The ratio of the intensities of the bands cor-

responding to Lewis acid sites in the catalyst and in the

support spectra, IL(cat)/IL(A(wa)) decreases from 0.7 for 0.5

VSb/Al (wa) to 0.45 for 1VSb/A (wa) and to 0.4 for 2VSb/

A (wa). These changes are likely due to the increasing

coverage of pure alumina Lewis acid centers with V-Sb

oxide, which shows mainly Brönsted acidity. Bands of

coordinated ammonia adsorbed on Lewis acid sites were,

however, rather intense even at high V-Sb-O loading indi-

cating that patches of the support surface remained uncov-

ered by a supported component.

Fig. 5 presents the spectra of ammonia adsorbed at

150 oC on 1VSb/A(wa) samples pre-treated in a DRIFTS

cell at 550 oC for 0.5 h in dry air (curve a) and nitrogen

(curve b) flows. One can see that treatment with an inert

gas does not affect bands assigned to ammonium ions but

slightly alters the intensity of the bands associated with

coordinated ammonia. Apparently, a certain number of

Lewis acid sites can form due to a partial loss of oxygen

during such treatment. Intensity of the band at 1260 cm-1

assigned to this form, however, is lower than the one asso-

ciated with Lewis sites on uncovered Al2O3 surface (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

DRIFTS and Raman spectroscopic data provide us fur-

ther details on the interaction between VSb-oxide and γ-

Al2O3 supports. They indicate that only a monolayer form

of vanadium oxide exists in the 0.5VSb/gA sample.

According to the behavior of the DRIFTS band at 1975

cm-1 and Raman spectra, larger clusters of VSb oxide

begin to form in the catalysts with formal coverages of 1

and 2 monolayers. Almost all V=O bonds of monolayer

vanadium oxide are able to interact with ambient water,

whereas only part of V=O bonds of the larger clusters of

Fig. 4. DRIFT spectra of ammonia adsorbed on (a) A(wa), (b)
bulk VSb oxide, (c) 0.5VSb/A(wa), (d) 1VSb/A(wa), and (e)
2VSb/A(wa).

Fig. 5. DRIFT spectra of ammonia adsorbed on 1VSb/A(wa)
sample after treatment at 550 oC in flow of (a) air and (b) nitro-
gen.
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V-Sb-O component are accessible for water. The fraction

of these active bonds is gradually decreased with increased

V-loading. A similar effect was observed in.24,25 It is more

difficult to come to unambiguous conclusions from the

ammonia adsorption data, despite this question being

extensively studied by IR spectroscopy on bulk and sup-

ported vanadium oxides (see, for instance,22,23,26-28). Here,

some authors state that ammonia is mainly adsorbed on

the surface of bulk vanadium oxide as ammonium ions on

Brönsted centers.22,23 When ammonia was adsorbed on

V2O5/Al2O3, the band of coordinated ammonia disap-

peared when the V2O5 content was increased up to 25

mol% (2-4 ML).26 That is why authors concluded that

coordinated ammonia is observed only on uncovered

Al2O3 surfaces and that the presence of this band testifies

the incomplete covering of alumina due to agglomeration

of vanadium oxide on the support surface. However, based

on similar observations, Khader27 concluded that some part

of coordinated ammonia was chemisorbed on supported

vanadium oxide.

Our experiments showed the presence of both Lewis

and Brönsted acid sites on the alumina support surface,

and only Brönsted sites on unsupported V-Sb-O sample.

Consequently, the impregnation of alumina with the active

component decreases the number of Lewis sites and

brings new Brönsted centers. We observed here that the

increase of V-Sb-O-loadings on γ-alumina weakens the

spectral features which are characteristic for coordinated

form of ammonia on the Lewis acid sites and strength-

ens the features inherent to the adsorption of ammonia

on Brönsted acid sites, which must correspond to the V-

Sb-O supported component. However, the disappear-

ance of Lewis sites is not complete even for the sample

with 2 ML formal coverage. This could be due to two

reasons: i) while increasing the loading, a partial

agglomeration of supported phase takes place and some

part of alumina surface remains uncovered; ii) at a vari-

ance of the surface of bulk V-Sb oxide, which has prac-

tically only Brönsted acidity, the surface of VSb oxide

supported on γ-alumina might contain a substantial

amount of Lewis acid sites.

Underan inert gas flow, vanadium oxide evolves a sig-

nificant part of surface oxygen29 thus creating the centers

of Lewis acidity (V-ions of low coordination). This treat-

ment of our alumina-supported VSb oxide catalysts increases

only slightly the intensity of the bands of coordinated

ammonia (Fig. 5). Apparently, only a limited number of

Lewis acid sites might be present on a partially reduced

surface of supported V-Sb-O phase. Thus, a part of γ-Al2O3

support surface does remain uncovered. This is consistent

with other results (DSC, DRIFTS) discussed above.

CONCLUSION

V0.9Sb0.1Ox systems, bulk and deposited on different

supports (five types of γ-aluminas, α-alumina, silica-alu-

mina, silica gel, magnesium oxide), have been tested in

the oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of iso-butane. Cat-

alytic performance of V-Sb oxides is shown to be depend-

ent on the supporting and the nature of the support

decreasing in a series: γ-Al2O3>α-Al2O3>Si-Al-O>SiO2

MgO >> unsupported. It was determined that the best cat-

alytic effect of V0,9Sb0,1Ox/γ-Al2O3 compared with other

systems associated with the optimal interaction between

the surfaces of components and surface of the carrier.

Because of this, it should be noted that at this time formed

amorphous active VOx components with a high degree of

oxidation of vanadium. This statement is derived from the

data obtained by a set of characterisation techniques (spe-

cific surface area measurements, X-ray diffraction, X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy, laser Raman spectroscopy, in

situ differential scanning calorimetry and in situ diffuse

reflectance-absorption infrared Fourier transform spec-

troscopy).
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